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Introducing the Authenticate Virtual
Summit Series

Authenticate Virtual Summit: The Imperative for
Strong Authentication for Government Services

Building off of the success of the 2020 Authenticate
conference, FIDO Alliance is pleased to introduce
Authenticate Virtual Summits -- a quarterly series of virtual
seminars that will delve into specific topics related to
the FIDO approach to modern user authentication. The
summits will be free to attend and will be marketed to
the combined FIDO Alliance & Authenticate communities
which reflect over 20,000 contacts that have demonstrated
prior interest in learning more about FIDO technologies.

Government agencies all around the world are rolling out
more robust digital services for employees and citizens -- and
the COVID-19 pandemic has only accelerated the imperative
for digital government. As governments scale digital services,
advancements in identity proofing and strong authentication
technologies and standards have made it possible to meet
requirements for usability, security and privacy without
the high burdens and costs typically associated with
such implementations. With these advancements, FIDO
authentication standards have become a cornerstone for
global government services around the world.

The preliminary schedule for the Virtual Summit Series is
as follows (dates subject to change):

September 16:
The Imperative for Strong Authentication for
Government Services
December 9:
Focus on APAC

Pricing for September Summit
Quantity
Sponsorship Cost

Join the FIDO Alliance and leaders from the public and
private sector for this Authenticate Virtual Summit as we look
at the imperative for strong authentication for government
services, including considerations for implementing modern
authentication systems for e-citizen services and remote
government workforces, government agency case studies,
the intersection with global policy and more.

Signature

Supporting

Branding

2

8

unlimited

$6,000.00

$2,000.00

$1,000.00

Speaking Session - 10 min keynote speaking session
All opt-in contacts
Listing and promotional content on event webpage
(Includes logo, 250 word paragraph, and 3 outbound links)

Branding on event page & emails (size/placement tierd by level)

Contact us
For more information, please contact authenticate@fidoalliance.org or reach out to Tasha Silva, Sr. Events Manager at
FIDO Alliance (tasha@fidoalliance.org). Authenticate event sponsorships are allocated on a first-come, first-serve basis
based on FIDO Alliance member status. Please also be sure to visit authenticatecon.com or follow us on Twitter
(@authenticatecon) for the latest Authenticate news and updates.
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